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This cover, featuring The Purpose DrivenÂ® Life covenant, features an exterior zippered pocket, a

carrying handle and interior pen and pencil holders. This book and Bible cover will fit your

Zondervan NIV Study Bible, Large Print, NIV Quest Study Bible, Large Print, NIV Life Application

Study Bible as well as many other books and Bibles up to 6 7/8" x 9 5/8" (244mm x 175mm).
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A bible cover, bag or tote is very useful for protecting your bible. Many of us get our bible tattered

with use, but also keep so many notes in them that they spill everywhere. I have tried a few totes,

and the most important thing to look up when you buy one is the size. When you buy a tote, it is

disappointing to find out it is too small for your bible. You must measure your bible, then make sure

the tote is larger than the size of your bible so it fits INSIDE. This tote measures 11.3 x 8.8 x 1.9

inches.This version is of good quality, made of black nylon, so it is very waterproof, stain proof. It

has a nice patch from the logo of "The Purpose-Driven Life" book. Patch says "The Lord will fulfill

his purpose for me." from Psalm 138:8. There is a separate interior lining, kind of like a wallet. It has

pen holders and a storage pocket on the outside for notes and papers. Also has a handle.Also for a

$1 more at the time I write this, see the Tri-Fold Organizer Book Cover, it is bigger if you need a

bigger cover, and it has more pockets. And one my son likes is the camouflage bible cover by Fuse.

Good luck, there are tons of bible covers out there. The one on this page is simple, well made, and

priced fairly.



I had great concern whether this cover would fit my Bible (EVS Hardcover Study Bible 9.5 x 6.75 x

2.25). No worries, this cover was a fantastic fit with additional room for a small notepad, pen, and

highlighter. The zipper was very smooth but initially did nag on something but that problem was

quickly resolved. While the cover did fit my Bible, the cover wasn't exactly what I was looking for so I

returned it. Don't get me wrong, the cover was very nice, solid quality and fit my Bible perfectly. I

was just looking for something a little different.

was looking for economical cover to put on a bible I purchased for a grandson.. this is great no frills

bible cover to protect his bible. at good price. he likes too that there is place for highlighter's pocket

or for pens and pencils.

this is an excellent bible cover especially with the purpose driven life patch on it.A+++

I have had this over a year now and it's still in great shape. I tote my Bible everywhere with me and

it has really stood the test. I love it! Its durable and it holds my Bible so that I can still read it

comfortably. Great buy!

I purchased the purpose driven life bible cover because I needed a resistant and good looking cover

for my Daily Walk Bible. I did not notice it was a XL size so it`s a little big for my bible, but it works

fine for me. I have room for my multiple notes and the message from salms in the front is a great

reminder of the word of God. I like my cover!!!
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